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Abstract
To navigate reliably in indoor environments, an industrial autonomous vehicle must know its position.
However, current indoor vehicle positioning technologies either lack accuracy, usability or are too
expensive. Thus, we propose a novel concept called local reference point assisted active radar positioning,
which is able to overcome these drawbacks. It is based on distributing passive retroreflectors in the indoor
environment such that each position of the vehicle can be identified by a unique reflection characteristic
regarding the reflectors. To observe these characteristics, the autonomous vehicle is equipped with an
active radar system. On one hand, this paper presents the basic idea and concept of our new approach
towards indoor vehicle positioning and especially focuses on the crucial placement of the reflectors. On
the other hand, it also provides a proof of concept by conducting a full system simulation including the
placement of the local reference points, the radar-based distance estimation and the comparison of two
different positioning methods. It successfully demonstrates the feasibility of our proposed approach.
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1. Introduction

Introduced in 1953, automated guided vehicles (AGVs) have been used extensively in industrial
environments during the past decades. Recently, they are being replaced by autonomous
mobile robots (AMRs). In contrast to their predecessors, AMRs are able to independently move
through their environment without relying on tracks, predefined paths or supervision by human
operators. In this way, they can increase flexibility, diversify applications and simplify the way
of life of human beings within a broad field of different branches [1, 2]. In order to reliably
navigate towards their destination and to safely avoid collisions with known obstacles, walls
or other AMRs, they must determine their position. Hence, a dependable and accurate indoor
vehicle positioning system is required. Therefore, in this paper we propose local reference point
(LRP) assisted active radar positioning. It is a novel concept towards indoor positioning which
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is specifically tailored to the application on autonomous vehicles.

2. Related Work

All common approaches towards indoor vehicle positioning can be classified into three cate-
gories, namely fingerprint-based, geometry-based or SLAM-based methods.

First, fingerprint-based methods [3] try to identify each position in an indoor environment
by a unique set of significant features (a so-called fingerprint) of a wireless transmission
channel. Such methods can be built upon existing communication systems (e.g. Wi-Fi) by using
features that are already available like the channel state information (CSI) or the received signal
strength indicator (RSSI). However, a large dataset of fingerprints must be collected by taking
measurements on a dense grid. Moreover, this dataset must be updated each time anything in
the environment changes.

Second, geometry-based methods determine the distances and/or angles to multiple active
reference points and use the result to perform positioning via trilateration or triangulation.
Most commonly, this is either done using the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) standard [4, 5] or
the ultra-wideband (UWB) technology [6]. While BLE-based systems rely on measurements
of the RSSI and/or the angles of arrival, UWB systems mostly use time-based measurements.
Nevertheless, also geometry-based methods suffer from drawbacks for the application on AMRs
such as a lack of accuracy (BLE) or the need of costly hardware and challenging calibration
(UWB).

Third, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [7, 8] can be applied. Its idea is to
incrementally build a map of the unknown environment and use it for positioning at the same
time. Thereby, the vehicle only relies on its onboard sensors scanning the environment and
does not need an external reference system. However, like fingerprint-based methods, also
SLAM-based methods struggle with non-stationary and large environments. Moreover, they
can only estimate the relative position w.r.t. the simultaneously learned map.

Finally, sensor fusion, meaning the combination of multiple different positioning methods, can
be applied in order to increase the accuracy and robustness. Especially, an iterative combination
of the positioning results with the observations of an inertial measurement unit (IMU) is
considered promising [9, 10]. Thereby, the IMU captures the odometry data of the vehicle,
meaning its change of position over time. Nevertheless, an IMU is not suited as a standalone
positioning technique because it can only provide a relative position and its results typically
drift away from the ground truth over time.

In conclusion, there is a lack of low-cost and easy to use but still highly accurate indoor
positioning techniques. This especially holds for industrial applications like AMRs, since they
typically require highly accurate estimates of the absolute position while operating in a regularly
changing environment.

3. Basic Idea

The basic idea of our novel approach towards indoor positioning is to equip the environment with
multiple low-cost passive retroreflectors such that a radar system mounted on an AMR observes



a unique reflection characteristic at each position. In general, this reflection characteristic can
include the distances, angles and relative velocities between the vehicle and the reflectors as
well as the radar cross sections (RCSs) and polarimetrics of the corresponding reflectors. In the
remainder of this paper, the reflectors will be denoted as local reference points (LRPs) and we
will refer to the observed reflection characteristics as the LRP fingerprints.

Accordingly, our method combines the ideas of geometry- and fingerprint-based methods
to get the best of both worlds. By using a well-designed radar system, our method is not only
able to provide robust and highly accurate distance measurements to the LRPs compared to
RSSI based estimates but also only requires cheap and simple passive instead of active reference
points. Moreover, in contrast to existing fingerprint-based methods, the LRP fingerprint of
each position can be calculated from the well-known positions and properties of the LRPs and
does not change as long as the positions of the LRPs remain constant. In this way, our method
does not need the extensive collection of a dataset and is also applicable in regularly changing
environments.

In this initial work, we do not want to limit our approach to only work with high-end radar
technologies. Instead, we propose and investigate a baseline which only requires a simple low-
cost radar system with a single non-polarimetric TX and RX antenna, respectively. Showing
that it can already provide reliable position estimates allows us to build onto this foundation and
further develop our method in future work e.g. by additionally using angular or polarimetric
information to further improve its accuracy.

In the following, we describe the four subtasks of the iterative positioning and navigation of
an AMR in detail.

3.1. LRP placement

The first subtask is to place the LRPs into the environment. The resulting LRP layout is desired
to provide a unique LRP fingerprint for each position. In this work, we restrict ourselves to
the simplest setup, namely using only the set of distances to the LRPs as the LRP fingerprint
for each position. By using a more advanced radar system, also other measurements can be
incorporated into the LRP fingerprint.

Note that, in contrast to existing geometry-based indoor positioning methods or GNSS, the
individual distances cannot be assigned to the respective LRP they belong to. Concretely, due to
the application of passive instead of active reference points, the only way to distinguish between
LRPs is to use different reflectors which differ in their RCSs. However, this is challenging in
practice because of the large multi-path fading effects within indoor environments. Accordingly,
we assume that at most two different types of LRPs can be distinguished. As a result, positioning
via trilateration is not possible.

In the following section 4, we analyze which constraints an LRP layout must fulfill to ensure
a bijective mapping between the LRP fingerprints and the positions. Thereby, we must deal
with a so far unsolved mathematical ambiguity problem. From all layouts which provide unique
LRP fingerprints for all positions, we can then select the one which best fulfills secondary
requirements like having large distances among the LRPs or keeping a distance to all walls.



3.2. Radar transmission

If the environment is equipped with LRPs, the iterative positioning and navigation of an AMR
can start. The first step is the radar transmission. Although, we only assume a simple radar
hardware which cannot capture angular or polarimetric information, measuring the relative
velocity and RCS of targets besides their distances comes without additional cost. Both are
helpful, for instance, to distinguish LRPs from other targets as described in more detail below.
Moreover, the simple radar hardware does not limit the measurement accuracy. Instead, the
resolution and maximal detectable range of the distance and relative velocity are defined by the
choice of the radar system parameters. Thus, they must be designed carefully as they directly
influence the achievable positioning accuracy.

We decide to apply a chirp sequence frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar
system. It is state-of-the-art and, in contrast to other radar technologies, enables a joint
estimation of the distances, relative velocities and RCSs of multiple targets at the same time.
Obviously, this is required here as we intend to detect multiple LRPs simultaneously.

If multiple vehicles equipped with LRP assisted active radar positioning operate in the same
environment, their respective radar systems interfere with each other. This can lead to ghost
targets and complicates the detection of the LRPs. To mitigate the interference, well-known
interference cancellation and coordination techniques like multiplexing, listen-before-talk or
radar-specific approaches either based on classical signal processing [11] or deep learning [12]
can be applied.

3.3. Radar signal processing

The radar signal processing estimates the distances, relative velocities and RCSs for all LRPs
from the radar RX signal. Therefore, first the peaks within the range-Doppler spectrum are
detected using a constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector. Thereby, the position of each peak
determines the distance and relative velocity of the corresponding target while the RCS is
obtained from its magnitude. Subsequently, the detected targets must be classified to determine
whether they correspond to an LRP or to other objects in the environment. Most easily, this
can be done by comparing the observed RCSs to the well-known properties of the reflectors.
Additionally, to increase robustness, we can track the distances of the targets over time by
applying a motion model. Concretely, we use the relative velocities to calculate the changes
of the distances assuming a straight movement with constant velocity. This assumption is
sufficient if the time between two measurements is small compared to the velocity of the AMR.
In this way, we can predict the distance to each target for the next iteration based on the current
measurements. These predictions help to identify the LRPs within the target list. Moreover, by
applying a Kalman filter, the predictions are combined with the actual distance measurements to
smooth the results. In conclusion, tracking the targets over time increases the robustness against
measurement, detection and classification errors. The resulting estimated LRP fingerprints are
then used for positioning.



1: Initialization: Sample 𝑠𝑖0, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑁0 from 𝑝(𝑧0)→ 𝑆0

2: for 𝑘 = 0, 1, . . . do
3: Weighting: 𝑚𝑖

𝑘 = 𝑝(�̂�𝑘|𝑠𝑖𝑘)
4: Weight normalization: 𝑚𝑖

𝑘 =
𝑚𝑖

𝑘∑︀𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖

𝑘

5: Positioning: 𝑧𝑘 =
∑︀𝑁

𝑖=1 𝑚
𝑖
𝑘𝑠

𝑖
𝑘

6: Resampling:
7: for 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁𝑘+1 do
8: Select sample from 𝑆𝑘 using pmf 𝑝(𝑠𝑖𝑘) = 𝑚𝑖

𝑘 → 𝑆′
𝑘

9: end for
10: Propagation: 𝑆′

𝑘

odometry data−−−−−−−−−−→
motion uncertainty

𝑆𝑘+1

11: end for

Alg. 1: Algorithm of AMCL.

3.4. Positioning

In this work, we present two different approaches to find the position of the AMR based on the
set of smoothed distance measurements to the LRPs (i.e. the estimated LRP fingerprint) output
by the Kalman filter, namely using a look up table and AMCL. Both approaches are described in
detail below.

3.4.1. Look up table

Most straightforwardly, the positioning can be achieved by using a look up table. Since the LRP
layout is well-known, for each position the corresponding LRP fingerprint can be calculated
easily. Now the inverse mapping is desired, meaning getting the position based on the fingerprint.
Nevertheless, the latter can be obtained using the first mapping. Concretely, for each position
the distances to the LRPs are calculated and the resulting fingerprints are stored in a look up
table. Then, for an estimated distance set, we search for the corresponding entry in the look
up table and finally get the position. However, note that it is not possible to store all infinitely
precise positions into a look up table. Instead, the entries must be limited to a finite number.
For instance, this can be achieved by quantizing the distances to a certain resolution. Then we
get a finite number of grids which can be identified by their quantized LRP fingerprints. These
fingerprints are then mapped to the center points of the corresponding grids to get a finite look
up table. Thereby, obviously, the resolution of the quantization directly determines the size of
the look up table. It must be chosen as a trade-off between the memory consumption and the
positioning accuracy.

3.4.2. Adaptive Monte Carlo localization

While the look up table approach is straightforward, it is sensitive to erroneous or ambiguous LRP
fingerprint estimates. Concretely, if one or multiple elements of the estimated LRP fingerprint
are still inaccurate, the look up table directly leads to a wrong position estimate. To gain
robustness, the idea is to use the odometry data of the AMR, meaning its movement information
between two measurements, to additionally track the position over time. The odometry data



can be either taken from the motion control commands which are passed to the drive unit of
the AMR or measured by an IMU.

The position tracking is done by applying a particle filter based approach called Adaptive
Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) [13, 14]. It recursively estimates the three-dimensional state
vector 𝑧𝑘 = [𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘, 𝜃𝑘]

𝑇 , i.e. the position and orientation of the AMR at time instance k.
Therefore, the posterior density 𝑝(𝑧𝑘|𝑋𝑘) of the current state conditioned on all previous LRP
fingerprint estimates 𝑋𝑘 = {�̂�𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑘} is recursively approximated by a weighted set
of 𝑁𝑘 random particles 𝑆𝑘 = {{𝑠𝑖𝑘,𝑚𝑖

𝑘}, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑁𝑘} at each iteration 𝑘. Thereby, each
particle 𝑠𝑖𝑘 describes one possible state vector and its corresponding weight 𝑚𝑖

𝑘 denotes the
probability that this particle describes the true current state vector 𝑧𝑘.

After drawing an initial population of 𝑁0 particles from a prior distribution 𝑝(𝑧0), each
particle is weighted according to the likelihood 𝑚𝑖

𝑘 = 𝑝(�̂�𝑘|𝑠𝑖𝑘). Hence, the weight of each
particle 𝑚𝑖

𝑘 denotes the likelihood that the LRP fingerprint estimate �̂�𝑘 is observed given that
the AMR is located at this respective particle 𝑠𝑖𝑘. Finally, the weights are normalized such
that they sum to one. Then they are used to do the positioning by calculating the weighted
mean of the particles. Subsequently, we do a resampling by duplicating particles with large
weights and discarding particles with small weights. This prevents a depletion of the population
of particles since over time many particles drift far enough for their weight to become too
small to contribute to the posterior. Furthermore, the number of particles 𝑁𝑘 can be adapted
to the variance of the previous population of particles to achieve a good trade-off between
accuracy and computational complexity. Finally, the movement of the AMR between two radar
measurements is modeled by propagating the particles according to the odometry data. Thereby,
we account for possible inaccuracies by adding a Gaussian distributed motion uncertainty.

The previously described propagation of the particles, update of the weights, position estima-
tion and resampling is done in each iteration of the positioning and navigation process as shown
in Algorithm 1. Thereby, the population of particles more and more converges towards the true
position of the AMR with each new iteration. After convergence, since the position estimate
can only range within the set of particles, the positioning will still be sufficiently accurate even
in the case of completely erroneous LRP fingerprint estimates. Moreover, in this way possible
ambiguities, meaning different positions that observe the same LRP fingerprint, can be resolved.
This enables the application of simpler LRP layouts.

4. Placement of the Local Reference Points

Now, we focus on one of the most crucial steps, namely the placement of the LRPs. Thereby, for
a given indoor environment, the goal is to find a placement of 𝑀 LRPs

ℛ = {(𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑧1, 𝑡1)𝑇 , . . . , (𝑥𝑀 , 𝑦𝑀 , 𝑧𝑀 , 𝑡𝑀 )𝑇 } (1)

such that each position 𝑝 = (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑇 of an AMR can be characterized by a unique set of distances
to the LRPs (LRP fingerprint) 𝒟. In other words, the desired solution is an LRP layout ℛ such
that the mapping 𝒟 ↦→ 𝑝 is bijective. Thereby, (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛, 𝑧𝑛) denotes the position of the 𝑛-th LRP
while 𝑡𝑛 describes its type. To the best of our knowledge this corresponds to a novel and so
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Fig. 1: (a)-(c) visualize the systematic ambiguities for exemplary LRP layouts using two, three and four
LRPs of one type (black circles with crosses). Thereby, exemplary pairs of ambiguities are indicated by
crosses of similar colors. (d) supports the explanation of why random ambiguities occur by showing all
positions whose LRP fingerprints have the distances 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 in common with the fingerprint of the
arbitrary considered position (red cross).

far unsolved mathematical ambiguity problem, since (in contrast to existing geometry-based
methods or GNSS) we cannot uniquely assign the distances to their corresponding LRPs.

For our initial study in this work, we restrict ourselves to small-scaled rooms and make the
following assumptions:

• At most two types of LRPs can be distinguished reliably. Hence, 𝑡𝑛 ∈ {0, 1}, 𝑛 =
1, . . . ,𝑀 .

• Different LRPs of the same type cannot be distinguished.

• All LRPs are detectable from all positions of the room. This combines two assumptions.
First, we do not consider shadowing, meaning that the direct view of the radar towards



an LRP can be blocked. Second, we only consider environments where at each position
all LRPs are within the maximal detectable distance of the radar system.

• All LRPs are mounted at the same height, meaning 𝑧1 = . . . = 𝑧𝑀 = 𝑧. Therefore it can
be neglected and the problem can be reduced to the 𝑥𝑦-plane.

Under these assumptions, we systematically investigated the following research questions
(RQs) 1:

RQ1 Does an LRP layout exist which provides unique LRP fingerprints for all positions?

RQ2 If yes: How can we systematically find such a layout, i.e. which constraints must it
fulfill and how many LRPs are necessary at least?

Concretely, we started with one LRP and analyzed step by step how each additional LRP can
help to avoid ambiguities, meaning different AMR positions with the same LRP fingerprint.
Thereby, we found that in general two types of ambiguities are present. We call them systematic
and random ambiguities. In the following we summarize our results. For more insights and
detailed proofs, we refer to [16] due to the limited space in this paper.

4.1. Systematic ambiguities

Systematic ambiguities denote all ambiguities which we can describe systematically. The
foundation for all systematic ambiguities is the case of using two LRPs of one type. Thereby,
intuitively, for each position in the room three other positions exist which have the same LRP
fingerprint. These ambiguous positions are symmetric according to two symmetry axes. The
first one is the line through the two LRPs and the second one is orthogonal to the first axis
passing through the middle between the LRPs. In this way, the ambiguities are also point
symmetric to the intersection point of the two axes. The symmetry axes (blue dotted lines)
and one arbitrary set of ambiguities having the same LRP fingerprint {𝑑1, 𝑑2} (red crosses) are
visualized in Figure 1a for an exemplary LRP layout. We can now use this knowledge to look at
three and four LRPs of the same type as three and six combinations of two different LRPs each,
respectively.

Adding a third LRP of the same type cannot resolve all these ambiguities. Concretely, for
each combination of two LRPs there is a line containing point symmetric ambiguities which
also have the same distance to the respective third LRP. As shown in Figure 1b for an exemplary
LRP layout, each of these ambiguity lines (red, green and blue lines) passes through the center
point between two LRPs (i.e. the symmetry point) and is orthogonal to the line connecting this
point to the respective third LRP.

Finally, using a fourth LRP can resolve all systematic ambiguities. This is the case if for
all six combinations of two LRPs, the symmetry axes do not cross the symmetry point of the
respective complementary combination. Otherwise, as shown in Figure 1c, we again get (at
least) a line of point symmetric ambiguities (red dotted line) which passes the symmetry point
and is orthogonal to the corresponding symmetry axis.

1A further analysis of these RQs under relaxed assumptions is done in [15] based on the results of this paper.



Introducing a second type of LRP does not change much. When using three LRPs, one
distance can now be assigned uniquely to the one LRP being of a different type. Nevertheless,
still the ambiguity line corresponding to the combination of the two LRPs of the same type is
left. When using four LRPs where two of each are of the same type, still no ambiguities are
present if the previously stated condition holds. However, now we only need to check this
condition for the two combinations of two LRPs of the same type.

In summary, a layout with three or less LRPs always contains systematic ambiguities while
a layout with four LRPs does not contain any systematic ambiguities as long as for all com-
binations of two LRPs, the symmetry axes do not cross the symmetry point of the respective
complementary combination.

4.2. Random ambiguities

For layouts with three or four LRPs of one type, we find that there are additional ambiguities
which we cannot describe systematically. We denote them as random ambiguities. So far, when
searching for systematic ambiguities, for each combination of two LRPs and each position we
only considered the three ambiguous positions w.r.t. this exact combination of two LRPs and
checked under which circumstances they are also ambiguous w.r.t. the remaining LRP(s). E.g. in
Figure 1d, when considering the combination of the LRPs 1 and 2 and searching for ambiguities
of the arbitrary position indicated by a red cross, we only considered the positions indicated by
blue crosses. However, there are additional ambiguity candidates having the exact same two
distances in common with the considered position but w.r.t. one of the other combinations of
two LRPs. Accordingly, in Figure 1d the green and purple crosses show the positions whose
LRP fingerprints also contain the two distances 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 but w.r.t. the combination of the LRPs
1 and 3 or 2 and 3, respectively. Since we cannot assign the distances to the LRPs when using
only one LRP type, these candidates may also result in ambiguities.

In contrast to the systematic ambiguities, here introducing a second type of LRP makes a
difference. When using four LRPs where two of each are of the same type, the only ambiguity
can stem from common ambiguities of the two complementary combinations of two similar LRPs.
This corresponds to the case we already studied when searching for systematic ambiguities.

As a result, there are no random ambiguities when using layouts with two different types
of LRPs. By combining this result with our findings for the systematic ambiguities we can
answer RQ1 and RQ2 as follows: A layout using four LRPs of two types provides unique LRP
fingerprints for all positions if the symmetry axes of one combination of LRPs of the same type
do not cross the symmetry point of the other combination and vice versa. A detailed proof can
be found in [16].

5. Proof of Concept

5.1. Setup

Finally, we conduct a system simulation to provide a proof of concept for our novel approach
towards indoor positioning under idealized conditions of the environment and the LRPs. Con-
cretely, we estimate the positions of an arbitrary path of an AMR within an empty room of
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Fig. 2: Arbitrary path of the AMR and selected LRP layout used for the system simulation. The colored
areas indicate positions with the same LRP fingerprint. In the white areas, all positions have a unique
LRP fingerprint.

size 5m× 5m× 4m. The path consists of 15 locations which are 0.5m apart from each other,
respectively. Furthermore, we assume the AMR to move linearly between two such locations
with a constant velocity of 2m/s. Hence, the position is estimated every 0.25 s.

The room is equipped with four LRPs of one type which are all at the same height of 3m. We
decide to use only one LRP type because distinguishing between different types of LRPs which
only differ in their RCSs is challenging and error-prone in practice. Nonetheless, we desire
a layout with as few ambiguities as possible. Accordingly, we generate 500 random layouts,
which fulfill the previously derived constraint to avoid systematic ambiguities and select the
one with the smallest amount of random ambiguities. We expect the few remaining ambiguities
to be resolvable by applying AMCL. The LRP layout and corresponding ambiguities together
with the exemplary path of the AMR are shown in Figure 2.

The radar system parameters are designed such that it can measure distances up to
𝑑max = 19.125m with a resolution of Δ𝑑 = 0.075m and relative velocities in the range
[−5.6816m/s, 5.6816m/s) with a resolution of Δ𝑣𝑟 = 0.3551m/s. The carrier frequency is
selected to 𝑓𝑐 = 60GHz. We simulate the radar transmission at the 15 exemplary positions
by applying a ray tracer in a 3D model of the environment. Thereby, for the proof of concept,
we neglect noise and diffused scattering effects while reflections and thus multipath fading
are taken into account in the simulation. For each position, the ray tracer outputs the channel
impulse response (CIR) and the Doppler shift for each channel tap, which we use to calculate
the RX signal and finally the range-Doppler spectrum.

Subsequently, we find the peaks within the range-Doppler spectrum by applying a CFAR
detector. Among the detected targets, we identify the four that correspond to the LRPs by a
combination of comparing the estimated RCS of each target to the known value of the LRPs
and tracking the targets over time. Concretely, the tracking is done by applying a linear motion
model using the distance and relative velocity measurements of the previous position to predict
the distances to the LRPs for the current position. The estimated LRP fingerprint then consists
of the four most likely targets regarding both the RCS estimates and the distance predictions.
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Finally, using the estimated LRP fingerprints, we compare both the look up table and the
AMCL based position estimates with the true positions. Thereby, we choose the quantization
resolution of the look up table entries equally to the distance resolution of the radar system,
namely to 0.075m, resulting in 6574 entries. Each estimated LRP fingerprint is then mapped
to the entry with the smallest Euclidean distance. Regarding AMCL, we initially start with
𝑁0 = 10000 uniform distributed particles. Concerning the propagation of the particles, we
add Gaussian distributed motion uncertainties to both the turned angle and traveled distance
contained in the odometry data. They have zero mean and the standard deviations 𝜎𝜃 = 5∘

and 𝜎𝑑 = 5 cm, respectively. For weighting the particles, 𝑝(�̂�𝑘|𝑠𝑖𝑘) is modeled as a Gaussian
likelihood whose mean is the calculated LRP fingerprint corresponding to the respective particle
𝑠𝑖𝑘 . Moreover, its covariance matrix is chosen to 𝐶 = (0.075m)2𝐼 , where 𝐼 denotes the identity
matrix. Finally, to estimate the position of the AMR, we calculate the weighted mean of the 20
best particles that are within a range of 15 cm to the particle with the largest weight.

5.2. Results

The errors between the position estimates and the true positions for both the look up table
approach and AMCL are shown in Figure 3. Thereby, the look up table provides deterministic
position estimates while the results of the AMCL are subject to random deviations. Therefore,
AMCL is performed ten times and we report the mean and standard deviation for each position.

The results prove two points. First and foremost, the system simulation successfully demon-
strates the feasibility of our new approach towards indoor vehicle positioning and therefore
provides a proof of concept. When using AMCL for positioning, the average of the mean
errors for the 15 exemplary positions is at about 0.097m only marginally larger than the range
resolution of the radar system. Hence, our novel method proves to be able to reliably provide
accurate position estimates.

Second, as expected, we observe AMCL to be significantly more robust than the look up
table. As long as the estimated LRP fingerprints are correct and unambiguous, both positioning
approaches achieve comparable accuracies. However, if they are erroneous or ambiguous
the look up table approach fails completely while AMCL can still provide accurate position



estimates. Concretely, the errors for the ninth and twelfth position using the look up table are
around 3.5m and 1m, respectively, while AMCL leads to errors of only around 0.1m for both
positions. Nevertheless, the full truth also includes the fact that this finding only holds once the
whole set of particles 𝑆𝑘 has converged tightly enough towards the true position of the AMR.
This typically takes a few iterations (here around six) which explains why for the positions
two and four both positioning techniques perform equally poorly. Accordingly, in practice
we recommend to initialize 𝑆0 already as accurate as possible or to perform some “warm-up”
iterations.

6. Discussion about practical aspects

6.1. Robustness against multipath fading

In indoor environments, the effect of multipath fading is generally stronger than outdoors since
they are closed and narrow. While fingerprinting takes advantage of this, it is a challenge for
most other radio transmission based indoor positioning methods in practice. Also the radar
transmission of our proposed approach needs to cope with it. Accordingly, in the following, we
will discuss the robustness of our method against multipath fading.

In terms of our application, multipath fading describes the effect that there are not only the
desired direct paths from the radar TX antenna to the reflectors and back to the RX antenna.
Instead, there are also countless other disturbing paths from the TX to the RX antenna like
reflections from objects, the walls, the ceiling or even multi-reflections. First, we take a closer
look at the direct paths. Their received power strictly follows the radar equation given as

𝑃𝑅 = 𝑃𝑇 · 𝐺𝑇𝐺𝑅𝜆
2
𝑐

(4𝜋)3𝑟4
· 𝜎 , (2)

where 𝑃𝑇 and 𝑃𝑅 are the transmitted and received powers, respectively, 𝐺𝑇 and 𝐺𝑅 denote
the antenna gains of the TX and RX antennas and 𝜆𝑐 is the carrier wavelength of the radar
system. Moreover, 𝑟 describes the distance between the radar and the reflector and 𝜎 denotes
the RCS of the reflector. Thereby, note that 𝑃𝑇 , 𝐺𝑇 , 𝐺𝑅 and 𝜆𝑐 are all constant parameters of
the radar system. Other single-reflection paths also follow this equation but of course the RCS
𝜎 then is defined by the corresponding reflection surface/object while 𝑟 describes the distance
to it. Multi-reflection paths, however, do not follow equation 2. Instead, they obviously need to
consider multiple RCSs, one for each reflection, and also differ in their path loss which depends
on the length of the path. Accordingly, the corresponding received power of a path experiencing
𝑁 reflections is calculated as

𝑃𝑅 = 𝑃𝑇 · 𝐺𝑇𝐺𝑅𝜆
2
𝑐

(4𝜋)2𝑑20
· 𝜎1
4𝜋𝑑21

· 𝜎2
4𝜋𝑑22

· · · 𝜎𝑁
4𝜋𝑑2𝑁

, (3)

where 𝑑0 is the length of the path between the TX antenna and the first reflection, 𝑑1, . . . , 𝑑𝑁−1

denote the lengths of the paths between the individual reflections and 𝑑𝑁 is the distance from
the final reflection to the RX antenna. Furthermore, 𝜎1, . . . , 𝜎𝑁 are the RCSs corresponding to
the 𝑁 reflections.



In order for our method to be robust against multipath fading, we face two challenges. First,
the received powers of the desired direct LRP-paths must stand out enough compared to other
paths with a similar travel time and to the noise floor such that they are detected as targets by
the CFAR detector. Second, among all the paths that are detected as targets we must find the
ones corresponding to the LRPs.

The keys to the robustness against multipath fading of our proposed radar-based approach,
solving these two challenges, lie in the RCS of the reflectors and the RCS based LRP identification.
Using appropriate and carefully designed reflectors with the largest possible RCS solves the
first challenge. In this case, we expect the corresponding direct LRP-paths to be much stronger
than reflections of random surfaces/objects and even more compared to multi-reflections.
Accordingly, the following section 6.2 provides a discussion about the reflector choice. A further
remedy can be to focus the radar transmission to a cone facing upwards. In this way, the number
of disturbing paths is reduced by, among others, eliminating the possibly strong horizontal
single-reflection paths. The second challenge is solved by the RCS based LRP identification
together with the Kalman filter based LRP tracking as already introduced in section 3.3. Since
an FMCW radar measures the distance 𝑟 of each target based on the frequency shift, their RCSs
can be calculated from the observed received power 𝑃𝑅 of the corresponding path according to
equation 2. These estimations can then be compared to the well known RCS of the reflectors to
identify the targets corresponding to the LRPs. Even in the unlikely cases that either another
path which does not correspond to an LRP has the same estimated RCS as the reflectors or LRP
targets are not detected by the CFAR detector, the Kalman filter based LRP tracking will help to
still identify/recover the desired LRP targets.

The previously presented proof of concept simulation already showed that in this way our
method is indeed robust against multipath fading. Thereby, the applied ray tracer simulated all
paths between an omni-directional TX and the RX antenna within the simulation environment.
Even in this worst-case-scenario, meaning a completely unfocused radar transmission in a
narrow environment, the targets corresponding to the LRPs could be successfully detected and
identified for nearly all positions. This can be seen from the good positioning accuracies for
most positions using the look up table shown in Figure 3, since an erroneous LRP detection or
identification directly leads to large positioning errors when using the look up table. Moreover,
as already discussed in the previous section 5.2, the simulations also showed that AMCL can
still provide accurate position estimates for wrong LRP fingerprint estimates and in this way
even further improves the robustness against the effects of multipath fading.

6.2. Reflector choice

In order to allow a reliable detection of the LRPs in a wide area, the retroreflectors are desired
to have a large RCS and incidence angle. A first intuitive choice would be a spherical reflector
due to its unlimited incidence angle. Its RCS is given as

𝜎spherical = 𝜋 ·
(︂
𝑑0
2

)︂2

, (4)

where 𝑑0 denotes its diameter [17]. Accordingly, for a sufficient RCS large reflectors are required
which is undesirable in practice (e.g. for 𝜎spherical = 0dbm2 already a diameter of 𝑑0 = 1.13m



is required).
Alternatively, trihedral corner reflectors are simple yet effective and therefore widely used.

Their RCS is given as

𝜎corner =
4𝜋𝑎4

3𝜆2
𝑐

, (5)

where 𝑎 is the edge length of the trihedral and 𝜆𝑐 denotes the carrier bandwidth of the radar
system. Consequently, already a small reflector can provide a large RCS (e.g. assuming 𝜆𝑐 =
5mm like in the simulation setup, then for 𝜎corner = 0dbm2 only a edge length of 𝑎 = 5 cm is
required). Although their incidence angle is limited they work well for angles within almost
±40∘ [18]. Furthermore, multiple such reflectors can be assembled to further increase the
covered area. Nonetheless, [15] shows that our novel approach towards indoor positioning still
works well with LRPs having limited incidence angles by further analyzing the LRP positioning
problem under this constraint based on the results of this paper.

Besides trihedral corner reflectors, promising choices combining sufficiently large RCSs and
incidence angles are the Luneburg lens and the Van-Atta array [19]. In further studies, we
will experimentally evaluate which of the introduced retroreflectors is the best choice for our
application.

7. Conclusion and Outlook

In conclusion, we proposed a novel approach towards indoor vehicle positioning. Its basic idea
is to identify each position by the unique reflection characteristic (the so-called LRP fingerprint)
an active radar system on top of an autonomous vehicle observes regarding a predefined layout
of passive LRPs. To avoid having to make limiting assumptions regarding the radar system
and to ensure robustness for further developments, we focused in this work on the set of
distances to the LRPs as LRP fingerprints and assumed that at most two types of LRPs can be
distinguished. Since this restriction does not allow the use of trilateration, we studied how
to find an LRP layout which provides a unique LRP fingerprint for each position. Thereby,
we found that a layout using four LRPs does not provide any systematic ambiguities if for all
combinations of two LRPs, the symmetry axes do not cross the symmetry point of the respective
complementary combination. Moreover, we showed that random ambiguities can be prevented
by using two types of LRPs instead of only one. Finally, we provided a successful proof of
concept by conducting a system simulation which demonstrated the feasibility of our proposed
approach.

Further studies will be conducted in different directions. The first is the mitigation of the
assumption that all LRPs are visible from all positions. This especially includes the extension to
larger rooms, the application of reflectors with limited incident angles and the investigation
of shadowing (some of this is examined in [15]). The second is to investigate the potential
of additionally using angular and/or polarimetric informations. Are their benefits worth the
additional costs? Finally, a hardware implementation can be helpful to enable experiments in a
real-world scenario.
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